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The Midwife's Secret Child Drawing upon a myriad of primary and secondary historical sources, The Royal Doctors: Medical Personnel at the Tudor and Stuart Courts investigates the influential individuals who attended England's most important patients during a pivotal epoch in the evolution of the state and the medical profession.
Over three hundred men (and a handful of women), heretofore unexamined as a group, made up the medical staff of the Tudor and Stuart kings and queens of England (as well as the Lord Protectorships of Oliver and Richard Cromwell). The royal doctors faced enormous challenges in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from
diseases that respected no rank and threatened the very security of the realm. Moreover, they had to weather political and religious upheavals that led to regicide and revolution, as well as cope with sharp theoretical and jurisdictional divisions within English medicine. The rulers often interceded in medical controversies at the
behest of their royal doctors, bringing sovereign authority to bear on the condition of medicine. Elizabeth Lane Furdell is Professor of History at the University of North Florida.
The Midwife's Marriage Proposal (Mills & Boon Medical) (Lakeside Mountain Rescue, Book 3) Falling for the midwife Midwife Ellie Swift has devoted herself to beautiful Lighthouse Bay's tiny hospital. After a painful divorce, she's vowed never to get involved with another man̶but then the sexy new locum obstetrician walks through
the door! Despite his own damaged heart, Sam Southwell is captivated by Ellie's warmth and compassion. She's a woman who deserves a fairy tale! It won't be easy to change her mind, but Sam's never walked away from a challenge…
Midwife Under The Mistletoe (Mills & Boon Medical)
Second Chance in Barcelona
British Medical Journal The midwife s Christmas wish̶a mistletoe proposal When bubbly midwife Lucy Harris meets Dr Max Curtis, she has no trouble believing his reputation as Dalverston s resident playboy! She longs to be immune to his killer smile and dark good looks, but every time she sees Max
tiny patients her frozen heart thaws a little… Max s flings are only ever short and sweet. But there s something about caring Lucy that has him thinking long-term… As Christmas draws close, and the village s festive lights twinkle, Max s thoughts turn from medicine…to marriage!
Once Upon a Christmas Can he risk his heart? Ever since his ex abandoned him, Midwife Nathaniel has been wary of love. Until he meets obstetrician Rebecca, and sparks fly. But she

s tenderness towards his

s a widowed single mother fearful of opening her heart. Will they take a leap of faith?

The Royal Doctors, 1485-1714 The third novel in Gill Sanderson's heartwarming A Lakeland Practice Medical Romance series, perfect for fans of Mia Faye, Laura Scott, Helen Scott Taylor, Grey's Anatomy and ER. Readers love Gill's gripping medical romances! 'Another enjoyable read' 5* reader review 'This book had me hooked from
the moment I picked it up' 5* reader review 'The plot keeps you intrigued and you can't put the book away until you finish it' 5* reader review Doctor Erin Hunter had been the Golden Girl in school. She remembered Josh Harrison from those days, an amiable, athletic boy who ran in a different crowd from hers. Now they are G.P.
Registrars together in Keldale, the village where she had been born. They are living in adjoining cottages and see a lot of each other. Cautiously, they get to know each other and fall in love. But Erin has a problem. Is she engaged to David King? He insists that she is, says that she agreed to marry him shortly before they had the
appalling fall from Helvellyn that resulted in David having to have a leg amputated and and she losing her memory. Can Josh help her to find the truth? Don't miss Gill Sanderson's enthralling medical romances, including the Three Sisters and the Good, Bad and Ugly series.
The British National Bibliography
Szívhang különszám 72. The moment gorgeous Dr. Oliver Hunter sees Helen Forrester at his sister's wedding he falls head over heels. Trouble is, Helen is nursing a broken heart and is about as against men and marriage as you can be.… Oliver is used to mending all things broken and he soon has Helen working with him on
dangerous mountain rescues! Oliver knows that when life is on the line, you make every second count…and right now what counts is that he persuades Helen he's her Mr. Right!
Szívhang 365. Amy Ruttan: Mondd végre ki! Születend gyermeke érdekében Shay végül beleegyezik, hogy feleségül megy Dante Affinihez. maga már a kezdetekt l vonzódik az arisztokrata származású dokihoz, de a férfi szigorúan üzleti alapokra helyezi a házasságukat. Mi kell ahhoz, hogy Dante végre vállalja az érzelmeit? Annie
O Neil: Valahol Skóciában Brodie McClellan, a fiatal orvos élete tele van tragédiákkal. Szívb l gy löli a kis szigetet, ahol született, elátkozott helynek tartja. Legszívesebben a világot járná, ha apja utolsó kívánsága nem kötné egy évre a megörökölt rendel höz. Aztán felbukkan egy gyönyör n , aki els pillantásra beleszeret a
szigetbe. És Brodie titkon azt reméli, talán belé is… Sarah Morgan: Sziklából vizet Egy szerelmi csalódást követ en a csinos szülészn , Sally elhatározza, hogy többé hallani sem akar Tom Hunterr l. Hét év után mégis úgy hozza az élet, hogy ismét együtt dolgoznak. A jókép doktor újra hevesen udvarolni kezd, de úgy t nik,
könnyebb a sziklából vizet fakasztani, mint jobb belátásra bírnia Sallyt…
Harlequin Medical Romance July 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2 Indulge with these irresistible and heart-warming Christmas romances by USA Today bestselling author Sarah Morgan! Once Upon a Christmas Includes The Doctor s Christmas Bride and The Nurse s Wedding Rescue. A Christmas wish… Bryony s daughter has put a dad on
her Christmas list. That leaves Bryony with one month to find the perfect man, so this year she s wishing for a miracle! While she s looking for love, her best friend Helen is doing the opposite. Her Christmas wish is to forget all about the white dress hanging in her wardrobe̶and her faithless rat of a fiancé. Helen and Bryony s
festive cheer definitely needs a boost, so it s lucky that once upon a Christmas, wishes really do come true… Wish Upon a Star Includes The Christmas Marriage Rescue and The Midwife s Christmas Miracle. Love is in the air this Christmas! Christy wanted to skip Christmas this year. But her kids have their dad s name at number
one on their Christmas list. So Christy is heading to the Lake District to play happy families with her ex! Alessandro s home is like walking into a Christmas card. Is it really safe for her to spend Christmas with her dreamy, funny̶no!̶entirely infuriating ex-hubby? For Miranda being single and pregnant at Christmas is certainly not
her wish come true. She doesn t believe in miracles, but then resident hunk Jake sweeps her off her snow-covered shoes. Dare she dream that Mr Sex-on-Legs might be for more than just Christmas? Angels in the Snow Includes Christmas Eve: Doorstep Delivery and Snowbound: Miracle Marriage. The perfect Christmas… Daniel is
dreadful at tinsel, fairy lights and families. Put in charge of his brother s kids, he panics. Surely, he can t ask Stella for help? It used to be her favourite season, until Daniel began̶and ended̶their engagement on Christmas Eve. Still, Stella can t refuse a desperate plea. The children deserve the best Christmas ever! Meanwhile,
Hayley s regretting her impulsive response to a job advert. But too late, the door is opening to reveal a rather cross̶but impossibly sexy̶man… Patrick hadn t advertised for a housekeeper. Still, Hayley might be the perfect gift. His son Alfie and his little sister are no angels. But they know a lot about the magic of
Christmas̶and they re about to teach the grown-ups a much-needed lesson! Christmas with Love Includes Dr. Zinetti s Snowkissed Bride and Italian Doctor, Sleigh-Bell Bride. The magic of Christmas! Not even mistletoe can tempt rescue medic Meg to go anywhere near notorious heartbreaker Dr. Dino Zinetti! Though her small
son thinks the man s a superhero, Meg knows the incredibly sophisticated doctor would never look twice at her. But Meg has gotten under the normally unflappable Dino s skin. This Christmas, he ll teach Meg the meaning of romance! Meanwhile, Liv has avoided men since her ex left her with a baby. But new, wealthy trauma
doc Stefano is stunned by her. Stefano wants to make this overworked single mum feel like the beautiful woman she is. Their Snow Ball date is magical. But can he convince Liv that she s ready to be Stefano s bride for real…?
An Introduction to the history of medicine c. 2 A kiss under the mistletoe A family for Christmas?
Flying Doctors/A Wedding In Warragurra/The Playboy Doctor's Marriage Proposal/The Doctor Claims His Bride A white wedding for the village nurse? Beloved by the locals and immersed in her job, Nurse Julianne Marshall loves the life she
saunters into her medical practice, proud and strong

s built for herself in the cosy Lakeland village of Swallowbrook. Then Aaron Somerton

Harlequin Medical Romance January 2020 - Box Set 1 of 2 Finn can t imagine loving anyone again… But could one woman change that forever? After Dr. Finn Foley s wife abandoned him and their adorable baby daughter, he threw himself into being a father. But when he meets a kindred spirit in widowed midwife Catrina
Thomas, he can t resist getting to know her better. One sizzling kiss later, the happiness Finn has been searching for finally seems within his grasp…if only he s willing to claim it!
The Medical circular [afterw.] The London medical press & circular [afterw.] The Medical press & circular Eight Bundles of Joy Collection Outback Baby Miracle by Melissa James
The Sociology of South Asian Women s Health "The narratives in this book offer rare and much-needed insight into the lived experiences and contributions of the largest cadre of global health workers: The nurses who have dedicated their careers and their lives to serving the world's poor." --Paul Farmer, MD, PhD, Kolokotrones
University Professor Harvard University; Co-Founder, Partners in Health Global health nursing--as a career or as a time-limited experience in personal and professional growth--is a rapidly growing specialty area. This unique book presents firsthand accounts from nurses at all professional levels, who share their life-changing
experiences and insights with nurses interested in the global health arena. Written with compassion and humor, their stories emphasize the practical, challenging, and rewarding aspects of global health nursing. Contributors describe their motivation for working in global health, along with the rewards and challenges. The authors
discuss the importance of approaching global nursing with humility, respect, and appreciation for what they will learn from their colleagues. They describe how global health work has enhanced their ability to provide quality care to diverse populations, which include recent immigrants living in the United States. In addition to these
vivid accounts, the book discusses the parameters of global health nursing, how to prepare for this nursing experience, key resources, global nursing research, and nurses as global health consultants. Woven throughout the book are descriptions of how these nurses have encouraged--through teaching and mentoring--the next
generation of global health nurses. The book also provides coverage of domestic global health initiatives. Key Features: Presents firsthand accounts of the practical, challenging, and rewarding aspects of global health nursing Describes assumptions challenged and lessons learned Written for nurses at all stages of professional life
Discusses varied opportunities in global health nursing, which includes research and consulting Covers domestic global health initiatives Assists faculty to prepare themselves and their students for global health endeavors
Swallowbrook's Wedding Of The Year (Mills & Boon Medical) An intimate and engrossing celebration of the first ten years of the international smash-hit TV series Call the Midwife. Learn the up-close and personal story of Call the Midwife as told by the cast and crew. A Labour of Love is a moving journey through beloved series and
features personal reflections, stills of fan-favorite moments, and anecdotes and insights from co-stars, producers, technical crew, and guests. Each chapter, spanning each of the ten years of Call the Midwife̶set from 1957‒1966 and filmed from 2011‒2021̶takes a deep dive into the themes, locations, fun times and technical
challenges from each season. Author Stephen McGann, who plays the indefatigable Dr. Turner, intersperses personal interviews with key cast and crew about their feelings, thoughts, and memories of filming key moments of the drama. MUST-HAVE FOR ALL FANS: From Trixie s mod outfits to The Buckle s courtship to Sister
Monica Julienne s wise words, fans of Call the Midwife will revel in favorite moments, images, stories and quotes. EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS: Includes original interviews and reflections from the cast and crew. LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED: With stunning photos from both behind and in front of the camera, Labor of Love reveals rare
behind-the-scenes moments and captures favorite scenes. SIGNS OF THE TIMES: Like the series it commemorates, Labor of Love explores the changing attitudes of the late 50s to the mid-60s and the impact on women s health, family life, and British culture and the realities working-class women s life in mid-century England.
FROM THE DESK OF DR. TURNER: Author and actor Stephen McCann has played beloved Dr. Patrick Turner on all nine seasons of Call the Midwife and offers an insiders perspective and unprecedented access to the cast and creators.
Guahan
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Call the Midwife: A Labour of Love Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin® Medical Romance box set includes: HER PLAYBOY'S SECRET Midwives On-Call by Tina Beckett For Lucas,
buttoned-up Darcie is the ultimate challenge̶he's determined to bring out her wild side before she returns to England! Yet Lucas's plan backfires when he realizes he's dangerously close to falling for her… And, more worryingly, Darcie's even closer to discovering the secret behind the playboy! TAMING HER NAVY DOC by Amy
Ruttan Thorne has been left damaged, brooding and untamable after the loss of his dreams̶and beautiful Erica is an unwanted complication! She might be as wary of relationships as he is, but fighting temptation will be the biggest battle of all… HER FAMILY FOR KEEPS by Molly Evans Being a traveling nurse suits Rebel Taylor just
fine̶no ties, no relationships, no dating! With the Huntington's gene in her family, what can she possibly offer a guy anyway? But Duncan McFee, Albuquerque's hottest and most single doc, disagrees. Look for six new captivating love stories every month from Harlequin® Medical Romance!
An Introduction to the History of Medicine A Wedding in Warragurra Single father Dr Baden Tremont moved to the Outback for a fresh start, and is focusing on raising his young daughter and his job as a flying doctor. But working together side by side with new flight nurse Kate Lawson, Baden realises that there's more to life than
his work. They have both loved and lost in the past, and it will take courage now if they are to be a family together. Baden decides that he's going to make that happen. Somehow, some way, he's going to make Kate his Outback bride The Playboy Doctor's Marriage Proposal Emily Tippett is a fabulous nurse - all the residents of
Warragurra love her. Yet rarely does anyone see the real woman hiding behind the uniform - that is until her gorgeous new boss Linton Gregory arrives. On the face of it, Linton is not what Emily needs. An expert at protecting his own heart, this charming doctor prefers to date and move on But Linton has seen the beauty that Emily
is trying to hide - and she has captured his heart. He's ready to go from playboy doctor to husband-to-be! The Doctor Claims His Bride A nurse worth waiting for Nurse Mia Latham thinks she's found the perfect solution to get her life in order -- a new job on an idyllic tropical island. But, thanks to her arrogant, teasing and
devastatingly handsome new boss Dr Flynn Harrington, life isn't quite as simple as she might have hoped! Flynn can see Mia is hiding secrets, but the one thing she can't disguise is her passion for him! Flynn knows a thing or two about running away, but something about this beautiful nurse makes him want to unpack his suitcases
and settle down -- with Mia!
Healed by the Midwife's Kiss
Current Bibliography of Epidemiology Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: HIS BLIND DATE BRIDE By Scarlet Wilson Surgeon Ivy is ready to meet
up with ÔMr Right . But when work calls her away the chance is lost…until fate intervenes and Ivy s blind date ̶ Travis ̶ arrives…as her new boss! SECOND CHANCE IN BARCELONA By Fiona McArthur Cleo is horrified to discover that the gorgeous Spaniard she spent one impulsive night with is Felipe Gonzales, an eminent
oncologist with VIP connections! They can t revisit their passionate encounter ̶ can they? THE GP S SECRET BABY WISH By Sue MacKay Lily has long learned to protect her heart. But Lily s rulebook is about to disappear, because ex-fling Max is her new colleague! And it s getting harder to ignore their connection…
International Record of Medicine and General Practice Clinics ROMANZO INEDITO Eccola! Tom Hunter era sicurissimo che l'istinto del cuore non l'aveva tradito, suggerendogli che Sally Jenner, la donna che non ha mai smesso di amare, sarebbe tornata nel "loro" posto. Era lì, infatti, che il loro amore di sette anni prima era divampato
come una fiamma che forse avrebbe sciolto in un minuto i ghiacciai delle montagne di Lakeside. Ed era stato sempre lì che lui aveva preso la dolorosa decisione di abbandonarla, un'inconsapevole follia cui ora vorrebbe tanto rimediare. Sally è ancora tesa e fredda, ma Tom spera che confessarle i motivi del gesto di allora l'aiutino a
capire. Appena lo nota, però, Sally
Global Health Nursing He s the stranger she ll never forget… …she s the midwife he still wants! Midwife Cleo Wren is horrified to discover the gorgeous Spaniard she spent an impulsive night of passion with is Dr. Felipe Gonzales, an eminent oncologist with VIP connections! She
accompanying his young cousin back to his home in Barcelona. But she accepts…on the understanding that they never revisit what happened. Now Cleo just has to stick to her own rules! From Harlequin Medical: Life and love in the world of modern medicine.

s tempted to turn down the job of

The King's Midwife
Forever Family For The Midwife / A Nurse, A Surgeon, A Christmas Engagement: Forever Family for the Midwife / A Nurse, a Surgeon, a Christmas Engagement (Mills & Boon Medical) Sally is working in Tom's department as the new midwife, and on dangerous assignments with him and the mountain rescue team. Tom realises he
wants Sally back in his life, but she refuses to risk her heart a second time.
Flying Doctors "Nina Gelbart has achieved something very rare: a penetrating original work of social history that reads like a novel. With marvelous mastery of France's archival records, Gelbart brings to life the eighteenth century's most famous midwife, Madame de Coudray. The vivid details of early modern childbirth are presented
in a moving and unforgettable style. And better yet, Gelbart carefully and imaginatively weaves together the story of Coudray within the often colorful aristocratic society that governed France on the eve of its greatest revolution. History just doesn't get much better than this."̶Gary Kates, author of Monsieur D'Eon Is a Woman
A Month to Marry the Midwife
Il giorno delle promesse (eLit) Hét éve a fiatal szülészn nek, Sallynek olyan mély bánatot okozott a szakítás Tom Hunter doktorral, hogy felmondta az állását, és elköltözött a városból. Kés bb aztán nemcsak a barátai miatt tér haza, hanem azért is, mert úgy véli, kell en felvértezte már magát Tom vonzerejével szemben. A férfi
azonban ezt nem akarja elhinni, és kitartó udvarlásba kezd. Ráadásul a közös munka mellett van egy közös nagy szenvedélyük is: a sziklamászás. Tom sosem hátrált meg a kihívások el l. Most is bátran szembenéz régi nagy tévedésével, és a veszélyes csúcsok után Sally szívét is meghódítja…
RCM Midwives Journal Goetzfridt s work demonstrates the dynamics of history, each generation considering past events in light of current realities and contemporary understandings of the world. This volume, therefore, is important not simply because it provides us with an invaluable and substantial fount of references that will
be supremely useful to teachers, scholars, and all enthusiasts of Mariana Islands history. Its importance lies also in its packaging as a resource for current and future generations to understand the changing face and contested space of Guam history. ̶from the Foreword by Anne Perez Hattori Blending bibliographic integrity with
absorbing essays on a wide range of historical interpretations, Nicholas Goetzfridt offers a new approach to the history of Guam. Here is a treasure trove of ideas, historiographies, and opportunities that allows readers to reassess previously held notions and conclusions about Guam s past and the heritage of the indigenous
Chamorro people. Particular attention is given to Chamorro perspectives and the impact of more than four hundred years of colonial presences on Micronesia s largest island. Extensive cross-references and generous but targeted samples of historical narratives compliment the bibliographic essays. Detailed Name and Subject
Indexes to the book s 326 entries cover accounts and interpretations of the island from Ferdinand Magellan s "discovery" of Guahan ("Guam" in the Chamorro language) in 1521 to recent events, including the Japanese occupation and the American liberation of Guam in 1944. The indexes enable easy and extensive access to a
bounty of information. The Place Index contains both large and localized geographic realms that are placed vividly in the context of these histories. An insightful Foreword by Chamorro scholar Anne Perez Hattori is included.
The Midwife's Marriage Proposal This contributed volume is the first-known collection of essays that brings together scholarly review, critiques, and primary and secondary data to assess how sociocultural factors influence health behavior in South Asian women. The essays are authored by working scholars or healthcare
practitioners from Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. In the chapters, the contributors acknowledge social, economic, and environmental factors to recommend improved interventions and health policy for women of the region. Studies on South Asian women s health have targeted clinical evidence, with less attention on social and
environmental factors driving health recovery and health outcomes. The South Asian region, more than any other part of the world, is driven by traditional and cultural forces that are possibly the most significant factors determining a woman s health awareness and her rights to adopt healthy behavior or pursue health recovery.
Women of the region share a common culture and political history, and there are benefits to understanding their problems collectively in order to design joint improvements in health policy for women. Salient, but neglected, socio-political areas that influence health behavior and health outcomes in women of the region are
covered in the chapters including: Oral Narrations of Social Rejection Suffered by South Asian Women with Irreversible Health Conditions Women s Role in Decision-Making for Health Care in South Asia Poverty, Health Coverage, and Credit Opportunities for South Asian Women Refugee, Displaced, and Climate-Affected Women of
South Asia and Their Health Challenges The Political Sociology of South Asian Women s Health The Sociology of South Asian Women s Health is a useful resource for students, researchers, and academicians, especially those interested in public health, gender, social policy, and occupational management, as well as healthcare
practitioners, administrators, health and public policy-makers, government officers, and scholars of South Asian studies.
The Doctor's Engagement Wish
Sarah Morgan Christmas Collection Risking all when the stakes are high! Obstetrician Tom Hunter last saw Sally Jenner when he broke off their relationship to concentrate on his career. Hurt and confused, Sally had left the Lake District. Now she s back̶working in Tom
assignments with him and the mountain rescue team. Caught up amid the drama of saving lives, Tom realizes he wants Sally back in his life. But Sally refuses to risk her heart a second time. She ll settle for an affair, but Tom has decided that this time he wants it all.…

s department as the new midwife, and on dangerous

The Nurse's Wedding Rescue Torn apart by circumstance… Reunited by their child… When doctor Raimondo Salvanelli was forced to walk out of her life, midwife Faith Fetherstone was heartbroken and, unknowingly, pregnant! Her letter to tell him went unanswered, so she dedicated herself to being the best mom she could be.
Now Raimondo has returned, having finally discovered he s a dad! He so wants to be part of their lives, but can he convince Faith to trust him with their daughter s heart̶and her own? The Midwives of Lighthouse Bay trilogy Book 1 ‒ A Month to Marry the Midwife Book 2 ‒ Healed by the Midwife s Kiss Book 3 ‒ The
Midwife s Secret Child I absolutely adored the story. Highly recommended for fans of contemporary romance. I look forward to reading more of Fiona McArthur's work. ̶Goodreads on Healed by the Midwife s Kiss What a wonderful way to start a series Ms. McArthur has done with a book that was filled with plenty of
emotion. The way this story started with the prologue sets the fast-pace of this story. ̶Harlequin Junkie on A Month to Marry the Midwife
The Midwife's Christmas Miracle
The Midwife's Marriage Proposal A Wedding in Warragurra Single father Dr Baden Tremont moved to the Outback for a fresh start, and is focusing on raising his young daughter and his job as a flying doctor. But working together side by side with new flight nurse Kate Lawson, Baden realises that there's more to life than his work.
They have both loved and lost in the past, and it will take courage now if they are to be a family together. Baden decides that he's going to make that happen. Somehow, some way, he's going to make Kate his Outback bride The Playboy Doctor's Marriage Proposal Emily Tippett is a fabulous nurse ‒ all the residents of Warragurra
love her. Yet rarely does anyone see the real woman hiding behind the uniform ‒ that is until her gorgeous new boss Linton Gregory arrives. On the face of it, Linton is not what Emily needs. An expert at protecting his own heart, this charming doctor prefers to date and move on But Linton has seen the beauty that Emily is trying to
hide ‒ and she has captured his heart. He's ready to go from playboy doctor to husband‒to‒be! The Doctor Claims His Bride A nurse worth waiting for Nurse Mia Latham thinks she's found the perfect solution to get her life in order ‒ a new job on an idyllic tropical island. But, thanks to her arrogant, teasing and devastatingly
handsome new boss Dr Flynn Harrington, life isn't quite as simple as she might have hoped! Flynn can see Mia is hiding secrets, but the one thing she can't disguise is her passion for him! Flynn knows a thing or two about running away, but something about this beautiful nurse makes him want to unpack his suitcases and settle
down ‒ with Mia!
Harlequin Medical Romance January 2021 - Box Set 1 of 2
Eight Bundles of Joy: Outback Baby Miracle / Marriage for Baby / The Duke's Baby / The Rancher's Doorstep Baby / Her Baby, His Proposal / The Baby Bind / Daddy on Call / The Midwife's Little Miracle Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing
romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: RESCUED BY THE SINGLE DAD DOC by Marion Lennox Dr. Rachel Tilding has learned never to let her guard down! Except her new boss, single dad Dr. Tom Lavery, hasn t read the memo… THE MIDWIFE S SECRET CHILD by Fiona McArthur
Can doctor Raimondo Salvanelli convince midwife Faith Fetherstone she can trust him with his newly discovered daughter s heart̶and her own? THE NURSE S TWIN SURPRISE by Sue MacKay ER nurse Molly isn t sure she s ready to trust her feelings for sexy Dr. Nathan. Then temptation becomes irresistible! The result? A
double baby bombshell!
British Medical Journal Indulge with these irresistible and heart-warming Christmas romances by USA Today bestselling author Sarah Morgan! What s your number one Christmas wish? Bryony s daughter has put a dad on her Christmas list. That leaves Bryony with one month to find the perfect man, so this year she s wishing for
a miracle! While she s looking for love, her best friend Helen is doing the opposite.Her Christmas wish is to forget all about the white dress hanging in her wardrobe ̶ and her faithless rat of a fiancé. Sally was heartbroken when Tom ended their relationship. Now she s back̶working in his department as the new midwife. When
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Tom realises he wants Sally back in his life, she refuses to risk her heart a second time. But Tom has decided that this time he wants it all… Helen, Bryony and Sally

s festive cheer definitely needs a boost, so it

New York Medical Journal Obstetrician Tom Hunter last saw Sally Jenner when he broke off their relationship to concentrate on his career. Hurt and confused, Sally had left the Lake District
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s lucky that once upon a Christmas, wishes really do come true…

